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make your PC computer get the most
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CPU and click on “OK”. After a couple

of seconds you will find an exe file with
the file name “SkaterPro-x86-and-
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that will accept an array whose size is
passed as an argument and invoke the

constructor with the passed array's
size? I know how to make the

constructor that accepts an array.
However, I am not exactly sure how to
put it together with the constructor's
length. Here's what I've tried: public

Tag(int size, int[] array){ //do
something } But it's not working the
way I want it to be. I've tried google
for "array constructor," but nothing

really helped me. Any help is
appreciated. A: You just need to pass
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the size argument like an int array to
the superclass constructor and then

pass the array in the c'tor. public class
Tag(int size, int[] array) public

Tag(int[] array) { super(size, array); }
//To set the size: this.size =

array.length; At the time a father of
five, Richard Rossi of Mount Tabor, Ill.
was a detective and a working police
officer for 46 years. Mr. Rossi passed

away in June 2005 after a lengthy
illness. He was diagnosed in August
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